1. What is the name of the break that in a football match that players take after 45 minutes?
   a) Mid-time
   b) Full-time
   c) Half-time
   d) Teatime

2. Which of the following does the referee use as a warning to a player who is breaking rules during a match?
   a) A yellow card
   b) A red card
   c) A sending off
   d) A telling off

3. Which of the following verb + noun collocations is NOT correct?
   a) Kick the ball
   b) Dribble the ball
   c) Head the ball
   d) Score the ball

4. It's all everyone is talking about, the whole country has been gripped by World Cup ______!
   a) fever
   b) illness
   c) flu
   d) temperature

5. How do you say the following score? '1 - 0'
   a) one zero
   b) one oh
   c) one nil
   d) one nothing

6. If a match has extra time, a single goal decides the result - this is called a ________ goal.
   a) gold
   b) golden
   c) silver
   d) bronze
ANSWERS:

1. What is the name of the break that in a football match that players take after 45 minutes?
   a) Mid-time - Wrong. This is not the right answer.
   b) Full-time - Wrong. Full-time describes the end of a football match.
   c) Half-time - Correct, well done! Half-time is the name of the break that occurs in a match after 45 minutes.
   d) Teatime - This is the wrong answer. Teatime is when British people stop for tea, and sometimes a meal.

2. Which of the following does the referee use as a warning to a player who is breaking rules during a match?
   a) A yellow card - The referee shows a yellow card to warn (caution) the player not to break the rules again.
   b) A red card - When the referee shows a player the red card, he has to leave the match immediately i.e. he is sent off.
   c) A sending off - When the referee shows a player the red card, he has to leave the match immediately i.e. he is sent off.
   d) A telling off - A parent may tell a child off for behaving badly.

3. Which of the following verb + noun collocations is NOT correct?
   a) Kick the ball - You kick a ball with your feet.
   b) Dribble the ball - 'Dribbling the ball' is when you run with the ball at your feet.
   c) Head the ball - If you hit the ball with your head, you 'head' the ball.
   d) Score the ball - You can score a goal, but not score a ball.

4. It's all everyone is talking about, the whole country has been gripped by World Cup _______!
   a) fever - The country is 'gripped by World Cup fever'!
   b) illness - 'World Cup illness' is not correct.
   c) flu - 'World Cup flu' is not correct.
   d) temperature - 'World Cup temperature' is not correct.

5. How do you say the following score? '1 - 0'
   a) one zero - 'One zero' is not correct - how do we say '0' when we talk about football scores?
   b) one oh - 'One oh' is not correct - how do we say '0' when we talk about football scores?
   c) one nil - 'One nil' is correct - this is how we say '0' when we talk about football scores.
   d) one nothing - 'One nothing' is not correct - how do we say '0' when we talk about football scores?

6. If a match has extra time, a single goal decides the result - this is called a _______ goal.
   a) gold - How do we make 'gold' into an adjective?
   b) golden - The goal which decides the result in extra time is called a golden goal.
   c) silver - It is not called a 'silver goal'.
   d) bronze - It is not called a 'bronze goal'.

You can try this quiz online at: [http://bbc.in/bk9GvB](http://bbc.in/bk9GvB)